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Abstract 
Ohlebusch, E., On the modularity of termination of term rewriting systems, Theoretical Computer 
Science 136 (1994) 333 360. 
It is well-known that termination is not a modular property of term rewriting systems, i.e., it is not 
preserved under disjoint union. The objective of this paper is to provide a "uniform framework" 
for sufficient conditions which ensure the modularity of termination. We will prove the following 
result. Whenever the disjoint union of two terminating term rewriting systems is nonterminating, then 
one of the systems is not cg~-terminating (i.e., it loses its termination property when extended with 
the rules Cons(x, y) ~ x and Cons(x, y) ~ y) and the other is collapsing. This result has already 
been achieved by Gramlich [7] for finitely branching term rewriting systems. A more sophisticated 
approach is necessary, however, to prove it in full generality. Most of the known sufficient criteria for 
the preservation of termination [24,.15, 13,7] follow as corollaries from our result, and new criteria 
are derived. This paper particularly settles the open question whether simple termination is modular in 
general. We will moreover shed some light on modular properties of combined systems with shared 
constructors. For instance, it will be shown that the above result does not carry over to constructor- 
sharing systems. 
1. Introduction 
During the past decade, term rewrit ing has gained enormous importance in fields of  
computer  science concerned with symbol ic  manipulat ion.  With in  the subject of  term 
rewrit ing modular  aspects have recently been receiv ing increasing attention. As is well- 
known from software engineering,  programmers  are encouraged to write their programs 
in a modular  way in order to handle large systems. Thus, from a practical point o f  view, 
it is worth knowing  under  what  condit ions the combined  program inherits propert ies 
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from its constituent modules. The most simple way to combine two term rewriting 
systems (TRSs) is their disjoint union. This means that the signatures ~1 and ,~-2 
of two TRSs (,~-1, .~1) and (,~-2, ~2) have to be disjoint; then their disjoint union is 
(~ ,  ~)  = (~1 +~ 2, :~1 t~ :~2). A property J# of TRSs is called modular if for all 
disjoint TRSs ~l and ~2 their disjoint union :N1 U :~2 has the property ~ if and only 
if both ~1 and ~2 have the property ~. In his pioneering paper [27], Toyama showed 
that confluence is modular. In contrast o this, termination lacks a modular behavior. 
This is demonstrated by the following famous example (cf. [26]). 
Example 1.1. The term rewriting systems (~Y I ,~ I ) : ({0 ,  1, F},{F(0, l , x ) -+ 
F(x,x,x)}) ,  and (~2, ~2)= ({g}, {g(x,y)-~x,  g(x, y)-- ,  y}) are terminating but 
their disjoint union is not terminating, for there is the cyclic rewrite derivation 
t=F(0 ,1 ,g (0 ,  1))---+~, F(g(O, 1),g(0, 1),g(0, 1)) 
--~.~ F(0, g(0, 1), g(0, 1)) --*-~¢2 t. 
In [22] an example is given which shows that :~1 U :~2 may be nonterminating 
even if ~1 and ~2 are terminating, confluent, irreducible, and variable-preserving. 
Naturally the question arises what restrictions have to be imposed on the constituent 
TRSs so that their disjoint union is again terminating. Toyama et al. [28] showed that 
termination is modular for confluent left-linear TRSs. But the first results were obtained 
by investigating the distribution of collapsing rules (a rewrite rule is collapsing if its 
right-hand side is a variable) and duplicating rules (a rewrite rule 1 ~ r is duplicating 
if r contains more occurrences of some variable than l) among the TRSs. Note that 
in the above example ~! consists of a duplicating rule, whereas .~2 contains two 
collapsing rules. These results are stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Let ~l and ~2 be two disjoint terminating TRSs. Their disjoint union 
is" terminating provided that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) Neither ~1 nor ~2 contains collapsing rules. 
(2) Neither :Nl nor .~2 contains duplicating rules. 
(3) One oJ' the systems contains neither collapsing nor duplicating rules. 
Statements (1) and (2) were first proved by Rusinowitch [24] (Drosten obtained 
parts of these results independently - in (2) he required right-linearity, cf. [5]). The 
proof of the last statement is due to Middeldorp [15]. A very simple intuitive proof of 
Theorem 1.2 can be found in [20] (see also the proof of Theorem 4.13). An equivalent 
formulation of Theorem 1.2 reads as follows: If :~1 and -~2 are two disjoint terminating 
TRSs such that their disjoint union ~l ~ "~2 iS nonterminating, then .~l is duplicating 
and .~2 is collapsing or vice versa. Kurihara and Ohuchi were the first to observe that 
in each of the known counterexamples one of the systems was not simplifying. They 
proved in [13] that this is essential. 
Theorem 1.3. To be simplifying is a modular property of TRSs. 
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We call a TRS simplifying if its rewrite relation is contained in some simplification 
ordering (as a matter of fact, Kurihara and Ohuchi used the word "simple termination" 
for this case, however, "simple termination" in their sense does not imply termination in 
general), and we say that a TRS is simply terminating if its rewrite relation is contained 
in some well-founded simplification ordering. It is well-known that the simplifying 
property and simple termination are equivalent for finite TRSs, hence the above theorem 
implies the following result. 
Corollary 1.4. Simple termination is a modular property of finite TRSs. 
The above corollary is very important from a practical point of view because many 
termination proofs are done semi-mechanically with the aid of theorem provers by 
means of some implemented well-founded simplification ordering (like RPO, LPO, 
RDO, KNS, cf. [25]). Gramlich [7] proved the following abstract result for ,finitely 
branching TRSs, i.e., those TRSs ~ which satisfy the property: For every rule l 
r E ,~, there are only finitely many different rules in ~ with the same left-hand side l. 
Theorem 1.5. Let ,~l and ~2 be disjoint finitely branching terminating TRSs such 
that their disjoint union ~ ~ ~2 is' nonterminating. Then ,~ is not ~e-terminating 
and .~2 is collapsing or vice versa. 
A TRS .~ is called cd~-terminating if the TRS ,~ U {Cons(x, y) ---* x, Cons(x, y) 
y} is terminating, where Cons is some binary function symbol that does not occur in 
the signature of ~.  As above this theorem can be paraphrased as follows. Let .~l and 
.~2 be two disjoint finitely branching terminating TRSs. Their disjoint union .N1 +U :N2 
is terminating provided that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) Neither -~l nor :N2 contains collapsing rules. 
(2) Both ~l  and .~2 are ~e,-terminating. 
(3) One of the systems is ~,-terminating and does not contain collapsing rules. 
In [7] it is shown that if a terminating TRS is not c~-terminating, then it is du- 
plicating and not simply terminating. Hence for the class of finitely branching TRSs 
Theorem 1.5 contains Theorem 1.2 as a special case. Moreover, it extends Corollary 
1.4 to the class of finitely branching TRSs. 
In this paper, we generalize the above results to arbitrary (i.e., possibly infinitely 
branching) TRSs. More precisely, we prove Theorem 1.5 for arbitrary disjoint TRSs 
solving a recent conjecture of Gramlich [7]. It should be pointed out that to do this 
a more sophisticated approach than in [7] is necessary. From our result, Theorem 1.2 
follows as a corollary and Corollary 1.4 can be proved for arbitrary TRSs. This settles 
in particular the open question whether simple termination is a modular property and 
bridges the existing theoretical gap. 
One way of weakening the disjointness requirement is to allow shared constructors. 
Constructors are symbols that do not occur at the root position of the left-hand side of 
any rewrite rule. We say that two TRSs (,Ni, .~l ) and (.~2, -N2) share constructors if
.~l A ,727) {root(l) l l -~ r ~ :~1 U ,~2} = (D 
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and call the TRS (,~-, ~)  = (,¢-1 U .~-2, ~1 U ~2) their combined system with shared 
constructors. A property ;~ is called modular ,for TRSs with shared constructors, if 
every combined system has the property ~ if and only if both constituent TRSs have 
the property J'. Our next goal is to elucidate what properties are also modular for 
constructor-sharing TRSs. It is known that confluence lacks modular behavior, whereas 
local confluence is modular (cf. [14]). It turns out that normalization is also a modular 
property of constructor-sharing TRSs. Before we turn to the question of whether the 
above theorems on the modularity of termination also hold in the presence of shared 
constructors, we first collect some known results. Kurihara and Ohuchi extended their 
result of [13] to combined systems with shared constructors (cf. [14]): 
Theorem 1.6. To be simplifying is a modular property of constructor-sharing TRSs. 
Corollary 1.7. Simple termination is" a modular property of finite constructor-sharinq 
TRSs. 
Gramlich [7] showed the following extension of Theorem 1.5 to constructor-sharing 
systems (a rule l ~ r is called constructor-lifting if root(r) is a shared constructor). 
Theorem 1.8. Let 2¢1 and "~2 be finitely branching terminating TRSs with shared 
constructors such that their combined system .~L U ~2 is nonterminating. Then ;~l is 
collapsing or constructor-liftinq and ,~2 is not (g~,-terminatin,q or vice versa. 
Since terminating nonduplicating TRSs are c4'~-temlinating, Theorem 1.8 in particular 
implies the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.9. Let :~l and :~2 be terminatin 9 finitely branching TRSs with shared 
constructors. Their combined system :~j U ~2 is terminatinq provided that one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) Neither .~l nor ~2 contains either collapsing or constructor-lifting rules. 
(2) Neither ?~¢1 nor ;~2 contains duplicating rules. 
(3) One of the systems contains neither collapsing, constructor-lifting, nor dupli- 
cating rules. 
Constructor-lifting rules have to be excluded (cf. [7]) because they may have the 
same impact as collapsing ones (note that it is easy to obtain an example in which 
both TRSs are also confluent by modifying known counterexamples to the modularity 
of completeness). 
Example 1.10. The term rewriting systems (,¢-1, .#1) = ({0, 1, F}, {F(0, 1, x) ~ F(x, 
x, x)}), and (~2, ~2) -  ({a, 0, 1}, {a--, 0, a-- ,  1}) share the constructors 0 and 1. 
They are terminating but their combined system is not terminating, for there is the 
cyclic rewrite derivation 
F(O, 1, a) ---+.~1 F(a, a, a) ~-+:~2 F(O, a, a) -~2 F(O, 1, a). 
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We will show by counterexamples that Theorem 1.8 and Corollary 1.7 do not extend 
to arbitrary TRSs with shared constructors. In particular, ~e.-termination and simple 
termination are not modular properties of TRSs with shared constructors. Consequently, 
we are interested in the restrictions under which these results do hold. We will show 
that Corollary 1.7 can be generalized to the class of TRSs which introduce only finitely 
many function symbols. In [7], it is shown that this corollary can also be extended to 
the class of  finitely branching TRSs. Moreover, by a simple proof similar to the one of 
Theorem 1.2 given in [20], we show that Corollary 1.9 can be generalized to arbitrary 
TRSs. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly recalls the basic notions of  
term rewriting and also deals with simple termination. In Section 3, we prove the 
generalization of Theorem 1.5 for arbitrary TRSs, from which Theorem 1.2 follows 
as a corollary and which also entails the modularity of (6~e,-termination a d simple 
termination. In Section 4, we first introduce required notions of combined systems 
with shared constructors and then analyse for which cases theorems for the disjoint 
union also hold in the presence of shared constructors. The last section is dedicated to 
concluding remarks. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we briefly recall the basic notions of  term rewriting as surveyed in 
e.g. [3.10]. 
A signature is a countable set Y of  funct ion symbols  or operators, where every 
f E Y is associated with a natural number denoting its arity. Y~ denotes the set 
of all function symbols of  arity n, hence Y = Un~>0 Yn. Elements of  .7  o are called 
constants. The set J--(Y, YJ) of terms built from a signature Y and a countable set 
of variables ~ with Y N ~t ~ = (~ is the smallest set such that t "  c j - (y ,  ~//) and if 
f E .7  has arity n and tl . . . . .  t,, E J - (Y ,  "~J~) then f ( t l  . . . . .  tn) E J (Y ,  1/'). We write 
f instead of f (  ) whenever f is a constant. The set of function symbols appearing 
in a term t E .Y-(Y, "1~) is denoted by .~.e~z(t), and the set of variables occurring in t 
is denoted by ~( t ) .  Terms without variables are called ground terms. The set of  all 
ground terms is denoted by W(Y) .  For t E J~(Y,  ~' )  we define root( t )  by root(t)  = 
t if t E "t ~', and root(t)  = f if t = J ( t l  . . . . .  t,,). 
A substitution ~r is a mapping from ~f to .Y-(Y, ~") such that {x E t~ ] a(x) ¢ x} is 
finite. This set is called the domain of cr and will be denoted by ~,~,~z(a). Occasionally 
we present a substitution a as {x H a(x) Ix  E ~,~,~(a)}. The substitution with empty 
domain will be denoted by e. Substitutions are extended to morphisms from J - (Y ,  ~' )  
to .Y--(,~-, ~"), i.e. a( f ( t l  . . . . .  t~)) = f (~( t l  ) . . . . .  6(tn)) for every n-ary function symbol 
f and terms tl . . . . .  t~. We call a(t)  an instance of t. We also write ta instead of or(t). 
In order to describe subterm occurrences of a term, we introduce the notationally 
convenient notion "context" instead of the more precise notion "position" (cf. [16]). 
Let E be a special constant symbol. A context  C[ . . . . .  ] is a tenaa in J (Y  U {D}, ~) .  
If C[ . . . . .  ] is a context with n occurrences of [] and tl . . . . .  t,, are terms, then C[tl . . . . .  t~] 
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is the result of  replacing from left to right the occurrences of  D with t l , . . . , t , , .  A 
context containing precisely one occurrence of [] is denoted by C[ ]. A term t is a 
subterm of  a term s if there exists a context C[ ] such that s -- C[t]. A subterm t 
of s is proper, denoted by s ~ t, if s ¢ t. By abuse of notation we write ,Y-(.~-, 5") 
for Y (•  U {c}, ~"), interpreting [] as a special constant which is always available but 
used only for the aforementioned purpose. 
Let -+ be a binary relation on terms, i.e., --~C Y(~,  t~") × Y ( .~ ,  ~') .  The reflexive 
transitive closure of  -~ is denoted by ---,*. I f  s ~ t, we say that s reduces to t and 
we call t a reduct of s. We write s +-- t i f  t -~ s; likewise for s *+- t. The transitive 
closure of -+ is denoted by --++, and ~ denotes the symmetric closure of  --, (i.e., 
+~=-+ U ~--). The reflexive transitive closure of  ~ is called conversion and denoted 
by +--~*. If s +~* t, then s and t are convertible. Two terms tl, t2 are joinable, denoted 
by tt ~ t2, i f  there exists a term t3 such that tt -~* t3 *+-- t2. Such a term t3 is called 
a common reduct of tl and t2. The relation ,L is called joinability. A term s is a 
normal Jorm w.r.t. -% if there is no term t such that s ---+ t. A term s has a normal 
form if s ---+* t for some normal form t. The set of  all normal forms of  --~ is denoted 
by NF(--~). The relation ~ is normalizinq i f  every term has a normal form; it is 
terminating, if there is no infinite reduction sequence tl ~ t2 ---+ t3 --* .... The relation 
-+ is confluent if for all terms s, tl, t2 with tl *~-- s -+* t2 we have tt ,L t2. It is well- 
known that --~ is confluent if and only if every pair of  convertible terms is joinable. 
The relation --~ is locally confluent if for all terms s, q, t2 with tl +-- s ~ t2 we have 
tl .~ t2. If -~ is confluent and terminating, it is called complete or convergent. The 
famous Newman's  lemma states that termination and local confluence of -+ imply 
confluence. 
A term rewritin9 system (TRS) is a pair (~ ,  .~) consisting of a signature ,N and 
a set .~ C .Y-(,~-, ;~)  x ~'--(,~-, ~") of  rewrite rules or reduction rules. Every rewrite 
rule (l, r)  must satisfy the following two constraints: (i) the left-hand side l is not a 
variable, and (ii) variables occurring in the right-hand side r also occur in l. Rewrite 
rules (l, r )  will be denoted by 1-+ r. The rewrite rules of a TRS (,~, .~) define a 
rewrite relation --+.~ on ,Y-(~-, ~,~) as follows: s ~ t if there exists a rewrite rule 
l ~ r in ~,  a substitution a and a context C[ ] such that s = C[l~] and t = C[r~]. We 
call s --%e t a rewrite step or reduction step. An instance of  a left-hand side of  a rewrite 
rule is a redex (reducible expression). A TRS (,~-, ,~) has one of the above properties 
(e.g. termination) if its rewrite relation has the respective property. Moreover, it is 
called finite i f  the sets ,¢- and ~ are finite. A TRS (~-, ,~) is called finitely branching 
i f  for every rule l -~ r E ~ there are only finitely many different rules in ~ with 
the same left-hand side l. We often simply write ~ instead of (,N, ~)  if there is no 
ambiguity about the underlying signature ,~-. A rewrite rule l -~ r is left-linear if l 
does not contain multiple occurrences of the same variable. A left-linear TRS only 
contains left-linear ewrite rules. A rewrite rule l -~ r is collapsing if r is a variable 
and l ~ r is duplicatin9 if r contains more occurrences of some variable than l. A 
noncollapsinq (nonduplicatin9) TRS does not contain collapsing (duplicating) rules. A 
reduction step is called duplicatinq if the rewrite rule applied is 
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A partial ordering (A, >)  is a pair consisting of  a set A and a binary irreflexive 
and transitive relation > on A. A partial ordering is called well-Jounded if there are 
no infinite sequences al > a2 > a3 > --" of  elements from A. 
We also need the notion of multiset ordering. A multiset is a collection in which 
elements are allowed to occur more than once. If A is a set, then the set of all finite 
multisets over A is denoted by ~.¢/(A). The multiset extension of a partial ordering 
(A, >)  is the partial ordering (,//(A), >m~l) defined as follows: 
MI >m,l M2 if M2 = (MI\X) ~J Y for some multisets X, Y E ~.//(A) that satisfy (i) 
~3 ¢ X C_ Mi and (ii) for all y E Y there exists an x ~ X such that x > y. Dershowitz 
and Manna [4] proved that the multiset extension of  a well-founded ordering is a 
well-founded ordering. 
A rewrite ordering is a partial ordering (,Y-(~, ~) ,  >)  which is closed under con- 
texts (i.e., i f s  > t, then C[s] > C[t] for all contexts C[ ]) and closed under substitu- 
tions (i.e., if s > t, then sa > ta for all substitutions ~r). A simpl(fication ordering > 
is a rewrite ordering possessing the subterm property, i.e., C[t] > t for all contexts 
c[  ]¢~.  
Definition 2.1. A TRS (,~, ,~) is called simpli£v&g if there exists a simplification 
ordering > such that --+~C_>. If > is also well-founded, then (,~, ~)  is called 
simply terminating. 
Evidently, a simply terminating TRS is both simplifying and terminating. The con- 
verse is not true (see Example 2.4). In the recent paper of Middeldorp and Gramlich 
[18] it is shown that simple termination is an undecidable property, even for one rule 
systems. The next lemma states useful characterizations of the notions "simplifying" 
and "simply terminating" (see [14, 29]). 
Definition 2.2. Let ,~ be a signature. The TRS d~J~{(~) consists of all rewrite rules 
f (x l  . . . . .  x, , )  -~  XJ,  
where f C Y is a function symbol of arity n ~> 1 and j C {1 . . . . .  n}. 
Lemma 2.3. Let (,57, ~)  be a TRS. Then 
(1) (~ ,  ~)  is simplifying (/'and only if---~u~,,,~(.~) is irreflexive. 
(2) (,~,,~) is" simply terminating if and only if (,~, ,~ U E~J~(,~ ) ) is terminating. 
Example 2.4. Let ,~ = {a,g,G IJ C [~} and let .~ = {f / (a)  --~ f i_:(g(a))I J  ~ ?4}. 
Then we have ~¢( :~- )= {g(x)--~x, f j (x )~x l j  E ~}. Clearly, ,~ is terminating. 
Furthermore, ---~#u~,,,/(-~)+ is irreflexive, that is, :~ is simplifying. But ~ is not simply 
terminating because there is the infinite reduction sequence 
f l  (a) --~.~, ua,,,~(~) f2(g(a)) -~" ~'ue,,,/,(.~) f2 (a )  
-~ ~,u~,,,,/.~  f3  (g(a) )  ~.,,,~,~,,,;~.,-> . . - .  
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We next present a class of TRSs for which the notions "simplifying" and "simply 
terminating" coincide. 
Definition 2.5. Let (,~, ,~) be a TRS. Set 
,~- '=  U (~""(r)\~"'(O), 
i.e., ~ consists of all those function symbols which occur at the right-hand side r but 
not at the left-hand side l of some rule l ---+ r C ~.  We say that (,~-, ~)  introduces 
only finitely many Junction symbols if the set ~ is finite. 
We stress that if the signature .~ or the set of rules ~ of a TRS (.~-, ~)  is finite, 
then (~,  ~)  belongs to the class of TRSs which introduce only finitely many function 
symbols. 
Proposition 2.6. Let (~ ,  ~)  be a TRS introducing only finitely many function sym- 
bols. Then (5 ,  ,~) is simply terminating ([" and only if (o~, ~)  is simpliJ),ing. 
Proof. This follows from Kruskal's tree theorem (see e.g. [1, 6]) because in every 
infinite reduction sequence only finitely many different function symbols and variables 
can occur. [~ 
3. On the modularity of termination 
3.1. Basic notions of the disjoint union of TRSs 
First we give a brief overview of the basic notions of disjoint unions of TRSs (see 
[16, 27]). Let ( J1 ,  ~ l  ) and (~2,  ~2)  be two disjoint TRSs, i.e., ~1 N ~2 = [3. The 
TRS (~ l  U ~2,  ~ l  ~ ~2)  is called their disjoint union; we will simply write ~ l  ~ :~2. 
Other authors use the notation ,~1 @ ;~2 and call it the direct sum of ~1 and :~2. 
In the sequel let t E .7(,~1 ~,~-2, f").  Let t = C[tl . . . .  ,tn] with C[ . . . . .  ] ¢[ ] .  We 
write t = C~tl . . . . .  tn]] if C[ . . . . .  ] ¢ J ( ,~ j ,Y / )  and root(fi) .... , root(tn) C ,Tj for 
some d, dE  {1,2} with d ed~ The tj are the principal subterms of t. Moreover, we 
define for all t 
1 i f t¢  Y(,~-I, ~)U J - (~2,  ~'),  
rank(t)= l +max{rank(ti)[1 <<. j <<. n} ift=C[[t j  ..... t,,~. 
The multiset S(t) of special subterms of a term t is defined by S(t )= Uj~>I si(t), 
where Sl( t )= [t] (in order to distinguish multisets from sets, we use brackets instead 
of braces for the former) and 
sj+l(t ) = ~" []  if rank(t)= 1, 
sJ(tl) U... usJ(tn) i f t  = C[[tl . . . . .  tn~. I 
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Furthermore, we define for d ~ {1, 2} : S j ( t )  = [s Is ~ S( t ) , root (s )  E ,~d]. The top- 
most homogeneous part of  t, denoted by top(t ) ,  is obtained from t by replacing all 
principal subterms with [], i.e., 
= ~ t i f  rank( t )= 1, 
top( t )  
l C[ . . . . .  ] i f t  =- C[[tl . . . . .  t,,]]. 
We further define j~<k = #-<k(.~-I ~ ,¢-2, t / )  = {t ~ J (# l  +~ #2,  ;u ' ) l rank( t )  < k}.  
In order to enhance readability, we will call the function symbols from .91 black 
and those of ~-2 white.  Variables have no color. A black (white) term does not contain 
white (black) function symbols (but it may contain variables). A top b lack  ( top whi te)  
term has a black (white) root symbol. In the sequel black function symbols are denoted 
by capital letters and white function symbols are printed in lower case. 
A reduction step s -~,~.'~2 t is called inner (denoted by s ___+i t), i f  the reduction 
"~ 1 IN,~2 
takes place in one of the principal subterms of s. Otherwise, we speak of an outer  
reduction step and write s __+o t. 
.~1 ~,:ff2 
A rewrite step s ~;~®¢2 t is destruct ive at level 1 if the root symbols of s and 
t have different colors. A reduction step s ~.¢~w¢2 t is destruct ive at level  m+l  
(for some m >~ 1) if s = C[[sl ,s j  . . . .  ,Sn~ __+i C[ SI . . . . .  (i . . . . .  sn] = t with sj 
---+.~w.~2 (j destructive at level m. Obviously, if  a rewrite step is destructive, then the 
rewrite rule applied is collapsing. 
Most of the following results crucially depend on the fact that s -~,~t ~.~2 t implies 
rank(s )  >~ rank( t )  (the proof is straightforward by induction on rank(s ) ) .  
As in [16], we introduce some special notations in order to enable a compact reat- 
ment of "degenerate" cases of t - C[[t~, . . . ,  t,]]. To this end, the notion of  context is 
extended. We write C( . . . . .  ) for a term containing zero or more occurrences of  [] and 
C{ . . . . .  } for a term different from [] itself, containing zero or more occurrences of 
D. If tl . . . . .  t, are the (possibly zero) principal subterms of some term t (from left 
to right), then we write t = C{{h . . . . .  t,,}} provided that t = C{t l  . . . . .  t,,}. We write 
t = C((h . . . . .  tn)) i f  t = C(h  . . . . .  t ,) and either C( . . . . .  ) ¢ [] and tl . . . . .  t, are the prin- 
cipal subterms o f t  or C( . . . . .  } = [] and t c {tl . . . . .  t~}. 
In order to code principal subtenns by variables and to cope with outer rewrite steps 
using nonleft-linear rules the following notation is convenient. For terms s~, . . . , s , , ,  
tl . . . . .  t~ we write (sL . . . . .  s,) oc (t~ . . . .  , t,) if  s~ = sj implies t~ -- t/ for all 1 ~< i < j ~< n. 
The following facts (their proofs are straightforward) will be heavily used in the 
sequel without being explicitly mentioned. 
• If s __+o t, then s = C{{sl . . . .  ,sn}},t  = C'((si~ . . . . .  S,m) } for some contexts C{ . . . . .  }, 
C' (  . . . . .  ), il . . . . .  im ~ {1 . . . . .  n}, and terms sl . . . . .  s,,. If s _~o t is not destructive at 
level 1, then t - C'{{si~ . . . . .  Sim}}- 
• If C{{Sl . . . . .  s~}} ___+o C'((&, . . . . .  Sire)), then C{t l  . . . . .  tn} _~o C'(ti, . . . . .  tim} by an ap- 
plication of the same rule for all terms tl . . . . .  t~ with (sl . . . . .  s,) :x (tl . . . . .  t~). 
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• If s ___~i t, then s = C[s  I . . . . .  s /  . . . . .  Sn~ and t = C[sl . . . . .  S} . . . . .  s,] for some context 
If s __~i t is not destruc- C[ . . . . .  ], j E {1 . . . . .  n} and terms sl . . . . .  s,,,s~ with sj ~ sj. 
tive at level 2, then t = C[sj . . . . .  s~ . . . . .  s,]]. 
A property .~ of TRSs is called modular if for all disjoint TRSs ~t  and :~2 their 
disjoint union ~1 ~J ~2 has the property ~ if and only if both ~ l  and ~2 have the 
property ?~. Up to the end of this section, ~ denotes - - -~2.  
3.2. Sufficient conditions for  the modularity of  term&ation 
We next tackle the question of  sufficient conditions for the modularity of termination 
of TRSs. We begin by describing a proof technique which is often applicable and which 
will subsequently be used in different variants. Let ~1 and ~2 be disjoint terminating 
TRSs that have the same special property (e.g. they are nonduplicating). If we want to 
show modularity of termination for TRSs with this special property, we have to first 
guarantee that ~ = J~t ~J ~2 inherits the special property from its constituent TRSs 
(otherwise we only have a sufficient condition for the preservation of  termination under 
disjoint union since we cannot infer the preservation of  termination if more than two 
TRSs are combined). In order to prove that the disjoint union ~ = :~l ~ ~2 is again 
terminating, we proceed by contradiction. So suppose that there is an infinite ~ rewrite 
derivation 
O : Sl --+$2---+$3----4.. .  
Without loss of  generality we may further assume that D is an infinite ~-derivation of 
minimal rank (where rank(D)= rank(s1)), i.e., any ~-derivation of smaller rank is 
finite. Let rank(D) - k. By our assumptions, it follows that for all indices j, rank(sj) = 
rank(D) and root(sj) E ~a for some d E {1,2} (i.e., the terms all have the same rank 
and their root symbols have the same color). In particular, ~ is terminating on g<k.  
Since TRSs do not introduce new variables, the set of  all variables occurring in the 
terms of the derivation coincides with ¢~,~(sl ). Now if a = {x H z Ix E ~h~(st )}, then 
a(D) : a(sl)  ~ a(s2) ---+ 6(s3) ~ .. .  is an infinite rewrite derivation where 6(sj) E 
~--(~1 ~-~2, {z}). Thus we may further assume that z is the only variable occurring 
in the terms of D. Some authors assume at this place that the considered signatures 
always contain at least one constant, and then argue on ground terms only. This as- 
sumption, however, is unnecessary. After these introductory considerations we come to 
the crucial point of the proof. We have to find a transformation function q~a " j -~k 
J (~d,  {z}), where y~k = {t E ,Y-(,~I W ~2,{z}) l rank( t )  = k and root(t) C ~a or 
rank(t) < k}, so that 
~a(D) : ~ba(sl ) -+* --+* -+* . . .  "~d ~d(S2) '~¢d (ibd(S3) ~d 
is an .~a derivation. I f  we can further ensure that ~a(D) is in fact infinite, i.e., infinitely 
many reduction steps occur therein, then we derive the contradiction we are aiming at: 
we had assumed ~,¢ to be terminating. 
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What kind of properties does the transformation function @d need to have? If all the 
sj in D are top black, then every top white principal subterm occurring in D carries 
"black information" that may become relevant for the following rewrite steps. Pieces 
of that black information may come up to the top and become part of the topmost 
homogeneous black layer. This process may create new redexes in the top black layer 
which may be reduced in subsequent rewrite steps (in Example 1.1 the rise of the black 
constants 0 and 1 to the top layer was necessary to enable the infinite derivation). So 
the black transformation function ~bl has to extract he relevant black information from 
the top white principal subterms and store it in same fashion such that it can be selected 
by black rules whenever this is necessary. Thus the search for d~d is the creative part 
of  the proof. 
In the sequel, we use a variant of  the proof technique described above. Parts of  4'd, 
namely the storage and selection (retrieval) of information, can be done by adding some 
new storing operator and associated selection rules to the TRS. This storing operator 
may be any binary function symbol not occurring in the signature under consideration. 
Denoting this symbol by Cons, we are able to store black information as follows: 
Terms tl . . . . .  t, are listed in the term Cons(t1, Cons(t2 . . . . .  Cons(t,, z ) . . . ) ) .  In order 
to enhance readibility we will write (tl . . . . .  t,) for this list of terms (where () stands 
for the empty list which is simply the variable z readers who prefer to argue on 
ground terms may substitute a new constant Nil for the variable z). Now every term 
tj can be selected from this list if we add the ("selection") rewrite rules Cons(x, y)  ---+ 
x and Cons(x, y)  --+ y. We will show that if the disjoint union of two terminating 
TRSs is nonterminating, then one of the systems does not remain terminating after 
the addition of the rules Cons(x, y)  -+ x and Cons(x, y)  ---+ y and the other one must 
contain collapsing rules. This is essentially done by giving a transformation function 
• k --+ ® {Cons}, {z}) ,  
which transforms a presupposed minimal infinite :#l t5 ~2 derivation D : s~ -+ s2 --~ 
s3 -+ ..- where rank(D) = k and root(si) E ,~d, into an infinite ,Wd teJ (og~, derivation 
Cd(D) " ¢Pd(Sl ) ~*  * ,~d®g,~ Pd(S2) ----~:~dt~%,; ( ibd(S3)  ~+* . . .  
where ~ denotes {Cons(x,y)- -~x,  Cons(x ,y )~ y}. As we shall see, this "abstract 
result" has interesting consequences. As already mentioned, it has been shown by 
Gramlich for finitely branching TRSs, however the extension to arbitrary TRSs needs a 
more sophisticated approach. Let us make this precise. Since we have a tool for storing 
and selecting information, the question is how to extract the relevant information. 
In [7] this is done for finitely branching TRSs as follows: In the above situation, 
since --~ is terminating on ,~<k(,~- l ~,~-2, {z}), one can apply K6nig's lemma and 
conclude that each term t E ~<k(,~-i t~ ,~-2, {z}) has only finitely many reducts w.r.t. 
--~. Let the sj be top black. Clearly, if t is some top white principal subtenn of 
some Si, each top black reduct of t reveals some of the black information hidden 
in t. All of  these are listed as suggested above. Moreover, since there may again be 
some relevant black information hidden in the top white principal subterms of the 
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black reducts, the described process is applied recursively. Thus the black information 
hidden in t is pressed out of it by doing all possible reductions in advance. Needed 
black information is then selected only by means of the rules Cons(x, y )  --+ x and 
Cons(x ,y ) - - ,  y, Obviously, this approach fails if  arbitrary (that is, not necessarily 
finitely branching TRSs) are involved. If we consider e.g. the TRS .~ = {A --~ Bj ] j  
}, then the constant A carries the information {B/ I j  E IN} w.r.t. --+,a which cannot 
be stored in a term Cons(Bi,  Cons(B2 . . . .  )) because terms are finite objects. The idea 
is then to retain and rearrange all the black information contained in the term sj (from 
which the presupposed infinite derivation starts) in such a way that needed black 
information can be selected by means of  rules from both ,~l and ~.  In our small 
example this would mean that we keep the constant A as long as we do not know to 
which Bj it finally rewrites. 
We start the presentation of our construction by giving some needed lemmas and 
definitions. 
Lemma 3.1. Let  s -+~ t be given, and let v ~ Sd(t ) . for  some d E {1, 2}. Then there 
is a u ~ Sd(s) such that u = v or u -~ e v. 
Proof. Induction on k = rank(s) .  The case k = 1 is trivial. So let us consider the 
induction step k --+ k + 1. We distinguish the following cases: 
(i) If s --%¢° t is nondestructive at level 1, then we may write s C~sl , . .  .,sn~ and 
t = C{{si~ . . . . .  si,,}} for some contexts C[ . . . . .  ], C~{ . . . . .  }, il . . . . .  im ~ {1 . . . . .  t7}, and 
terms s~ . . . .  ,s,,. I f  v = t, then take u = s. Otherwise, there exists some sit such that 
v E Sa(si~). Now the assertion follows from Sj(s i t )  C_ Sd(S), i.e., take u ---- v. 
o C[[sl  . . . . .  s,]] ~ (ii) If  s ~ t is destructive at level 1, then we either have s = o 
o ,~/= t tbr some j ~ {1 . . . . .  n} or s -+~ z = t for a variable z C "Pier(top(s)). In the 
former case the assertion follows immediately from S j ( t )  C_ Sd(s) (again take u = v) 
and in the latter case the assertion holds vacuously. 
(iii) If  s ~I~ t, then s = C[[sl . . . . .  sj . . . . .  s~ and t = C[s l , . . . ,  s} . . . . .  s,,], where 
si--~,~s} for some j .  If  v=t ,  then take u=s ,  If vcU j~ jS , t ( s t ) ,  then t ;ES j ( s )  
and we take u = v. Otherwise v E Sa(,~) and by the induction hypothesis there is 
a u E Sd(s i) C_ Sa(s) such that u = v or u -~ v. 
Lemma 3.2. Let  s -L~ t be given. For any v E Sd(t) there is a u ~ Sd(s) such that 
* V. U ---+.# 
Proof. By induction on the length l of the derivation s -+~ t using Lemma 3.1. Here 
s -~  t stands for a reduction sequence consisting of 1 reduction steps. 
Definit ion 3.3. Let s, t ~ 6,--(Y, ~'). We define 
tp(s, t) ~ min( {rank(u)  l u ~ S(s)  and u - -~  t}) ,  
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where min(13) = oc. We will often write ~(t) instead of O(s, t), that is, suppress the 
first argument whenever it is clear from the context. 
The number ~(s,t) will serve as a measure of how complex the information of t 
is w.r.t, s and ~,~. To be more precise, it gives us the minimal rank of  all those 
subterms of s which reduce to t. Evidently, s -~* t ~ ~(s, t )¢  oo. The next lemma 
says that if for example t is top black, then in computing ~9(s,t) we may focus on the 
top black special subtenns of s. 
Lemma 3.4. Let s, t E ,Y-(,~, ~"), and let root(t) ~ ,/Yd. Then 
(~(t) - min( {rank(u) l u E Sd(s) and u ---+~ t}). 
Proof. By definition ~(t) = min({rank(u) lu C S(s) and u --L~ t}). Now if there is an 
s 'ES(s )  with s ~ * t) there is also a uCSd(s ' )C  ~ t, then by Lemma 3.2 (with v = 
Sj(s) with u ~) t .  Clearly, rank(u) <~ rank(s~). E3 
Lemma 3.5. Let s, t ~ :Y-(,~, ~ ) such that ~p(s, t) ¢oo .  Then 
(1) rank(t) ~ ~(s, t) <~ rank(s). 
* t I (2) For all t' ~ ,Y-(,~, ,:t") with t ~ we have ~(t') <~ ~(t). 
Proof. Straightforward. [] 
Lemma 3.6. Let s, t c ,'Y-(,~, ~')  such that if(s, t) ~ ~.  For eve13; t' E S(t) with 
t' ¢ t we have ~(t') < ~O(t). (Hence ~(t') <-G ~/(t) for all t' ~ S(t).) 
Proof. Induction on 6'(t) (recall that according to Lemma 3.5 rank(t)<<, (~(t)<~ 
rank(s)), i f ( t ) -  1 implies rank(t) = 1, thus the lemma holds vacuously in this case. 
Let ~(t) = k > 1 and suppose that the claim holds for any term v with ~(v) < k. Let 
t = C~tl . . . . .  tn~ and let root(t) E ,~j for some d ~ {1, 2}. By Lemma 3.4, there exists 
a u E Sd(s) with rank(u) = ~(t) such that u --L~, t. Since t' ¢ t there is a j  E {1 . . . . .  n} 
such that t' C S(t/). LetdC {1, 2}\{d}. Then by Lemma 3.2 there is a u' ~ Sa-(u) C 
Sd(s) such that u' -+~ ti because root(t~) C :Y,~. Clearly, rank(u') < rank(u), therefore 
~(t/) < ~(t). Now if t' - t/, then the lemma follows. If otherwise tI 7 ~ tj, then by the 
induction hypothesis ~k(t') < ~({j) and hence ~(t')  < ~(t/) < ~(t). VI 
In the rest of this section, c4'~ will denote the TRS {Cons(x,y) ---+ x, Cons(x,y) --~ y} 
if not indicated otherwise. Recall {tl . . . . .  tn) --~+~ !1 for any index j. The following 
definition states how the d-information contained in a term s with root(s) C ,~d has 
to be rearranged for the purpose of  proving Theorem 3.13. 
Definition 3.7. Let s E Y(,Y,  {z}) with rank(s )= k and root(s)~ ,~d. Let > be 
some arbitrary but fixed total ordering on Y(,~-+~ {Cons},{z}). We define (where 
dE {1, 2}\{d}): 
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L (s) = (t  
Ldl(s) = Sor t ({ t l t  E Sd(s), rank( t )  =- 1}), 
- { (Ld(s),L~(s)) i fn + 1 < k, 
Ld- l (s)  = - ( ) otherwise, 
{ Sort({C[Ld~(s) . . . . .  L~(s)l lt = C[[tl . . . .  ,trail E Sd(s) , rank( t )  = n + 1}) 
Ld+j(s) = ifn + 1 ~< k, 
( ) otherwise, 
where Sort({h . . . . .  tn}) = ft~(~) . . . . .  t~(n)} such that t~(j) ~- &(j+~_ for 1 ~< j < n. Note 
that the sets to be sorted are finite and thus the sets L d and L d are well-defined. As 
we shall see later, the sorting process is necessary in order to cope with nonleft-linear 
rules: The succession of the listed elements of  a set has to be uniquely determined. 
Again, we suppress the argument s whenever it is clear from the context. 
Example 3.8. Let ~1 = {F(x,  x, B2) --+ x, G(x)  ~ x, H(x )  ---* A, A --~ B i ]j E N} and 
let ,~2 = {f (x)  ~ x}. For the term s = F( f (G( f (B j ) ) ) ,  f (A ) ,  f (H(a) ) )  we have 
(note d = 1) 
L~=(t  
L 2 = ILl, L~), 
L~ = (L~, L~I , 
L 2 = (L~, L~), 
L2 =( ) ,  
where ~ is some 
(A, gl).  
L 1 = {A, B1}, 
L 1 = {H(L2)}, 
L~ = (G(L~)),  
L~- - ( ) ,  
L~ = fF(L~, L24, L] ) ) ,  
total ordering on J - (~  ~ {Cons}, {z})  such that Sort({A, BI }) = 
Lemma 3.9. Let  s E ,Y-(,~, {z}) with rank(s)  - k and root(s) E /~d. Then we have 
for  all j ,  i with 1 <~ j < i < k: 
+ L d ' • Ldi -+~ 
• Ldi __~+ d ~ Lj . 
ProoL Straightforward. [] 
With the aid of  Definition 3.7 we can define the required transformation function 
~d. 
Definition 3.10. Let s E ,~-(,~, {z}) with root(s) E :a .  Define ~ • {t E 3"-(gl U 
~2, {Z} ) l ~t(s,t) ¢OG} ----+ "~-(~d ~l {Cons}, {z}) by 
• ~}( t )  = t i f t  C J~(O~d,{Z}), 
• ebb(t) = ( ) i f t  E 3 - (~d,{Z}) ,  
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• ¢b}(t) = C[¢b~(tl) . . . . .  ~b}(tn)] i f  root(t)  E ~d and t = Cliff . . . . .  t,]], 
• ebb(t) = L'~(s,t)(s ) i f  root(t)  6 ~d and t = C~tl . . . . .  t,~. 
Notice that ¢b~ is well-defined (cf. Lemma 3.6). Again we will suppress the super- 
script s in ~ if it is clear from the context. 
d ___++ Lemma 3.11. Let  s E J (~ ,  {z}) with root(s) E Yd .  I f  u E Sd( s ), then L~a,k (, ~ ~,e, 
~l) d (  U ). 
Proof.  Let rank(u)  = m. Clearly, m = O(u) ~< rank(s) .  We will show the lemma for 
m > 1, the case m = 1 is obtained by similar arguments. Since m > 1, we may write 
u = C~[[ul . . . . .  u~]. Clearly, ~d(U) = C[~d(U l )  . . . . .  4~d(U~)] = C ~[Ld~(.l ) . . . . .  Ld~(,,,)]. 
d d Sort({C[L%_~, . ,L~,_l] lt  C~tl, , t~  ~ Sd(S), rank( t )  Moreover, Lrank(u  ) = L m = . .  = . . .  
= m}). Since u E Sd(s) and rank(u)= m, it follows that C[Ldm_~ . . . . .  Ldm_l] occurs 
in Ld,. Therefore, L~---~+ ~ d- d .e~ C [L~_~ . . . . .  Lm_~]. Note that m - 1 >~ t~(uj) for all j 
{1 . . . . .  n} because m > rank(u i )= tp(uj). Thus ~t"t[Idt~ m J " "  "La~,-~ ] --~*~e, C'[Ldo(~, )' 
L ff ~' + C'[Lffm ,,. ,Lff~_.]--~* . . . .  ¢,(~,)] according to Lemma 3.9. All in all, L ( , , )  -~%, _ .. ~ 
C'[Ld~(,,) . . . . .  L~(,.)] = cba(u). [] 
Example 3.12 (Example  3.8 continued): Consider the reduction sequence 
D • s = s 1 ---%~'1 s2 -~:~2 s3 ---~'~'1 $4 ---~.~1 $5 ---'~11 86 ---~:~2 
$7 ---4Y~'l $8 ---+~82 $9, 
where s, ~1, and ~2 are as in Example 3.8 and 
s2 --- F ( f (G( f (B I  ) ) ) , f (A ) , f (A ) ) ,  s 3 = F ( f (G(B I  ) ) , f (A ) , f (A ) ) ,  
s4 = F ( f (B1  ), f (A ) , f (A ) ) ,  s5 = F ( f (B j  ) , f (B j  ), f (A ) ) ,  
s6 = F ( f (B1  ), f (B l  ), f (B2) ) ,  s7 = F ( f (B i  ) , . f (Bi  ),B2), 
s8 = f (B i  ), $9 = B i  • 
Applying q~l to D we obtain 
÷ 
• I(D) " ~l (s )  = 4~1(sl) --,+ ~1(s2) = ~1(s3) ---'~,~ ~l(s4) = '/ ' l(ss) ~g 
+ qbl(S9) , + (ibl ($7) (2b I (Ss) ---- .~¢t U~ ~ = (ibl( s6 ) ---+,~lt~C,,d, ---%~?1 
where qh (s) = F(L24, L~, L 2) and 
qJl(s2) = F(L24,L~,L~), ~1($4) = F(L2, 2 L; ), 
q~l(s'7) = F(L2,L~,B2),  ¢bl(s8) = L2 , ¢bl(s9) = B1. 
The following theorem shows that an .~  ~J ~2 derivation starting from some term s 
with root(s) E .~-d can always be transformed into a ~d ~ c6'~ derivation starting from 
4~a(s). In fact, it expresses a more general statement. 
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Theorem 3.13. Let s, t ~ J - (~ ,  {z}) such that root(s) ~ ~ct and ~b(t) ¢ :x~. Then for 
all t' ~ ~/~(~-, {z}) such that t -+*.~ ~.~2 t' it fol lows ~a(t)  - -~  cI)~(tt). Moreover, 
t _+o~a t' implies ebb(t) ~ ,~ ~( t ' ) .  
Proof.  We prove the theorem by (finite) induction on ~(t), where rank(t) <~ ~b(t) <~ 
rank(s). The base case ~b(t) = 1 is straightforward because ~b(t) = 1 implies rank(t) = 
1. So let ~b(t) = k > 1 and suppose that the theorem holds for all v ~ J ( .~ ,{z})  with 
~b(v) < k. We prove the induction step by induction on the length l of  the derivation 
t--~11~::¢t~2 t t. The case l = 0 is trivial, so consider t---~/~1 ~3/~2 t/~ --~:~ ~,~ t ~. By the 
inner induction hypothesis (on l) ~b~(t) --+~uw~ ~a( t ' ) .  It remains to be shown that 
~bd(t") --~* q~,~(t~). The case rank( / ' )  = 1 is straightforward, so let rank(/~) > 1 
'~d W~ 
We distinguish between the following cases: 
(i) root(t") ~ ~d.  
• If  t" __~o.~/ t', then we may write t" : C~IA . . . .  ,tn~ and t ' = C~((ti~ . . . .  ,ti,,)) for some 
contexts C[ . . . . .  ], C [  . . . . .  ],i~ . . . . .  im ~ {1 . . . . .  n}, and terms tl . . . . .  t~. Applying @,~, 
we obtain cba(t") = C[#a(t~ ). . . . .  (bd(t,)] and ~a(t ' )  = C'{cl)a(ti~ ) . . . .  , cl)~(ti~ )). Thus 
~b~(t")--~.~¢~ ~/'a(t') by the same rule because (tl . . . . .  t,) o((q~a(tl) . . . . .  ¢/'a(t,)) (i.e., 
even nonlefl-linear ules do not cause trouble). 
• If tt' ___~i C~tl . . . . .  tj . . . . .  t,,~ and t' C[q . . . . .  (~ . . . .  tn], .:el t~.~ 2 t t ,  then we have t t t  = = . 
where (i - - -~a2 t~. Since tj ~ S(t" )  and tj # t", it follows from Lemma 3.6 that 
tp(tj) < ~b(t") and thus ~0(t/) < ~b(t) (recall that ~b(t") ~< $(t )  by Lemma 3.5). 
The outer induction hypothesis yields @d(t/)---~* ~ba(t~). Therefore, ~ba(t 't) = :3¢ d~J~'a 
C[ePa(h ) . . . .  ~ba(t/) . . . .  , <bd(t,)] --~* , . ~ ,  C[cI)a(tt ) . . . . .  cbd(t~) . . . . .  q)a(t~)]. It remains 
to show the equality ~d( t ' )=  C[<bd(tl) . . . . .  q~d(t~) . . . . .  q~d(t~)]. It is easy to verify 
its validity if root(t'y) ~ f fd  or t~ ~ .Y-(~-a, ~:). So suppose root(t~) ~ .~  and t~ = 
C'[[u~ . . . . .  u~]]. Set C"[  . . . . .  ] = C[ . . . . .  C ' [  . . . . .  ] . . . . .  ]. It follows 
q)a(t') - -  C t t [C l )d ( t l  ) . . . . .  ¢ l~d( t j -  1 ), CI)d(Ul ) , . . . ,  CI)d(Um), cI)a(tj+j ) . . . . .  q~a(t~)] 
= c[4,d(t~ ) . . . . .  4,~(t j_  ~ ), C'[4~d(u~ ) . . . . .  , / ' j (um)],  ,~d(tj+ ~ ) . . . . .  ,/,~(t. )] 
= C[4,~(t~ ). . . . .  ~( t j )  . . . . .  ~( t . ) ] .  
(ii) root( / ' )  E "~d" 
• If  t ~ = z, then the assertion follows easily. 
• I f  also root(t') E '~d, then by Lemma 3.9 ebd(t '1) = Ld4,(t")(s) ---~*~,~ Ld~o,)(s ) = eI)d(t ~) 
because ~,(t') ~< ~(t").  
• I f  otherwise root ( / )  C ~d,  then t" = C~tj . . . . .  tn]] - -~-  t' where t I = t/ for some 
j E {1 . . . . .  n}. Since ~(t" )  ~< ~b(t) ¢ :x2, there_ is an s' C ~-(s) with rank(s') = ~(t")  
such that s'-+*~w~2 t". Now ~d(s ' )=  L~,k( , , ) (s )= L d~(t,,)(s) = ~a(t") .  Hence it 
remains to show ~bd(s r) -~dw~ ~bd(t~) - Since s'--+*.~w~2 t', root ( / )  E J'd,~ and 
root(s') E ~d, there exists a u E S~(s ~) C Sd(s) such that u ---~* t'. Obviously, 
- -  ~ '11~'~2 
~b(u) = rank(u) < rank(s')  = ~b(t") ~< ~(t') .  Consequently it follows from the outer 
induction hypothesis that ~a(u)---+* q~d(t~). Eventually, we have (cf. Lemmas .a' d I~  d 
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3.9 and 3.11) ~ba(t") = q)a(s') = L~,_a,,a(s,}(s) ~+ L d ts l  ~++ Cl)d(U ) --+* ~g,: rank(u)t  ,' cg,: .#ldt~,  ' 
,t'.C ). 
This completes the proof of  Theorem 3.13. 
The above theorem paves the way for our main result Theorem 3.16. But first we 
need another definition. The notion defined in the next definition was called "termina- 
tion preserving under nondeterministic collapses" in [7]. We will use a shorter phrase. 
Definition 3.14. A TRS :N is called g':-terminatin# if the collapsing extended term 
rewriting system ~ N {Cons(x, y)  --~ x, Cons(x,y)  --~ y} is terminating, where Cons is 
some binary function symbol that does not occur in the signature of :~. 
Clearly, a g:-terminating TRS is terminating. The next lemma (which will be used 
later) acquaints the reader with this notion. 
Lemma 3.15. I f  a TRS ( ,~, ~)  is cg~,-terminating, then the same is true jor  the 
system (~ ~ {Cons}, ~ ~ {Cons(x, y)  ---+ x, Cons(x, y )  --+ y} ). 
Proof. Let Cons and Cons' be two distinct function symbols that do not occur in ~N. Let 
~o~: denote the TRS ({Cons}, {Cons(x,y)  --+ x, Cons(x,y)  ~ y}) and let cg~ denote 
the TRS ({Cons'}, {Cons'(x, y)  --+ x, Cons'(x, y)  ---+ y}). Since :~ is cg:-terminating, 
the TRS :N N ~:  is terminating. Suppose that there is an infinite rewrite derivation 
D " s t -* ( ,~z  ~, )u,~, 'e, s2 ---+ c~w~, : )w~: ~ s3 --~ (~ : )~c, ~ "'" • 
In every S/ replace each Cons'(tl, t2) with Cons(tl, t2) and denote this term by s{. 
Note that Cons' does not occur in any rule of ~ +U de,. Then D' : s' I ---+,~w,~,e s'~ ---+~,~.~,: 
l l s 3 ---+,~+~,: • •- is an infinite rewrite derivation of terms s) E J~(,N U {Cons}, ~) ,  where 
s} is rewritten to siS+l by Cons(x,y)  --+ x (resp. Cons(x,y)  ---* y)  i fs j  is reduced to S/+l 
using the rule Cons'(x, y)  ~ x (resp. Cons'(x, y)  ---+ y). This contradicts the termina- 
tion of ~t5  cg:. [] 
Theorem 3.16. Let .~  and :~2 be two disjoint terminatinq TRSs such that their 
disjoint union ,~1 U ,~2 is nonterminatin#. Then ~1 is not :,(-,':-terminating and ~2 is 
collapsin9 or vice versa. 
Proof. Let 
D : s  zs  I - -+s  2 -~s  3 ----+ . . .  
be an infinite "~1 +~-N2-derivation f minimal rank, i.e., any ,~l t5 ~2-derivation of 
smaller rank is finite. Let rank(D) = k. Hence rank(s j )  - rank(D) for all indices j. 
root(s1) C /Td for some d ~ {1, 2}. It follows that root(sj) ~ ,~d for any j. In par- 
ticular, there is no reduction step which is destructive at level 1. From the minimality 
assumption on rank(D) we conclude that there is no index l E N such that the sub- 
derivation of D beginning at st consists only of inner rewrite steps. Thus there must 
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be infinitely many __+o -steps in D. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
~'d 
z is the only variable occurring in D. Now we apply the function ~bd to D and obtain 
an ~d +U ~'e, rewrite derivation (note that 4~d is well-defined on D) 
CI )d(D)  : Cl)d(S) = ~d(S l )  ----~* t~d(S2)  ---+* * ' ' "  .#? dtN't;, d, ~ d ~'¢,, t, t~ d ( S 3 ) ---+ # d ~, ,  d, 
By Theorem 3.13 it follows that a reduction step of the form s i _,o :~j sj+l in D cor- 
responds to a reduction step ~d(Sj) --~.~d qbd(S/+l) in ~d(D). Since there are infinitely 
many outer reduction steps in D, the derivation ~d(D) consists of infinitely many 
reduction steps. Hence -~d is not ~)-terminating. 
Leta7 E {1, 2}\{d}. Suppose that Nd- is noncollapsing. Then for any sj --,:,~ sj+l we 
have 
IP S j - - - -+ ° :~d sj+t implies toP(S~) ---~t top(s/+t ), and 
• sj---+le Si+l implies top(sj) = top(sj+l ). 
Since there are infinitely many outer reduction steps in D, this yields an infinite ,## 
derivation, contradicting the termination of  ,~d. % 
Theorem 3.16 can be paraphrased as follows: If-~1 and :N2 are disjoint terminat- 
ing TRSs, then their disjoint union ~1 N :~2 is terminating provided that one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) Both ,~  and #2 are ge,-terminating. 
(2) Both #~ and ~2 are noncollapsing. 
(3) One of the systems is c~'~,-terminating and noncollapsing. 
Theorem 3.16 is a rather abstract result. How can we check whether or not a TRS is 
cg~,-terminating? The next proposition states some sufficient conditions that can easier 
be checked. It is due to Gramlich; the proof can be found in [7]. 
Definition 3.17. A TRS (,N, 2~) is said to be nondeterministically collapsin9 if there 
is a term that can be reduced to two distinct variables. More precisely, there must be a 
term s ~ ,Y-(,~-, "~) with s = C[x, y] for some context C[ . . . . .  ] and distinct variables 
+ y. x and y such that s ---~+ x and s --- e 
Proposition 3.18. Let (.~, ~)  be a terminating TRS. 
(1) I f  (,~-, :~) is nonduplicating, then it is ~)-terrninating. 
(2) I f  (.~, :~) is nondeterministically collapsing, then it is" c(2~-terminating. 
(3) lJ" (~ ,  :~) is simply terminating, then it is" ~,-terminating. 
Definition 3.19. Let 
.~¢0 = {~1:~ is ~,~-terminating}, 
~1 = {~l  ~ is nonduplicating and terminating}, 
-42 -- {,~l.~ is simply terminating}, 
,%/3 ~ {.°2J~ ] ,~ is nondeterministically collapsing and terminating}. 
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Fig. 1. 
Proposition 3.18 states that "~¢.i C ,~¢0 for j E {1, 2, 3}. Thus this proposition in 
conjunction with the next examples hows that we have the situation depicted in Fig. 1. 
Example 3.20. 
.~2 = 
,o~ 5 = 
{h(x,y) --+x, h(x,y) --~ y} E ~¢t (qd2 n,~¢3, 
{a --, b} e (,~j N ,;¢'2)\~3, 
{f ( f (x ) )  --4 f (g ( f (x ) ) ) ,h (x ,y )  --~ x, h(x,y) --~ y} E (,~l A d3)\~42, 
{f  l(x) ~ f2(x,x) ,h(x,y)  -~ x, h(x,y) ~ y} ~ (,~¢2 N ,~3)\~¢1, 
{f ( f (x ) )  ~ f (g ( f (x ) ) )}  E ~¢1 \ (~2 U ~¢3), 
{f i (x)  --~ f2(x,x)} E ,~¢'2\(-~1 U ,~:~/3), 
"~4 U '~5 ¢ ~3\ ( ,~1 U d~'42), 
{f ( f (x ) )  --+ f (g ( f (x ) ) ) , , f  l (x) ~ f 2(x,x)} e ,~¢0\(,~'~ o ~¢2 u ,~¢3). 
The combination of Theorem 3.16 and Proposition 3.18 has interesting consequences. 
Theorem 3.21. The following properties hold: 
(1) Termination is" a modular properO; of noncollapsing TRSs (cf [24] and 
Theorem 1.2). 
(2) ~e,-termination is a modular property of TRSs. 
(3) Termination is a modular property of nonduplicating TRSs (cf [24] and 
Theorem 1.2). 
(4) Termination is' a modular property of nondeterministically collapsing TRSs. 
(5) Simple termination is a modular property of TRSs. 
Proof. Let ~l  and ~2 be disjoint TRSs. We have to show that ~ = ~1 N ~2 has one 
of the properties (1) (5) if and only if ~1 and -N2 have the respective property. The 
only-if direction is in all cases easy to prove. It remains to prove the if direction. 
(1) The combination of two noncollapsing terminating TRSs yields a noncollapsing 
TRSs. Its termination follows from Theorem 3.16. 
(2) We know from Theorem 3.16 that the disjoint union of two ~-terminating 
TRSs ~1 and -~2 is again terminating. But in addition we have to prove that it is 
also ~e-terminating. That this is in fact the case can be seen as follows: Let Cons be 
a binary operator that does not occur in f f l  ~J ,~-2- Since ~2 is ~-tenninating, the 
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same holds, by Lemma 3.15, for ,'¢~2 ~ {Cons(x,y)---~x, Cons(x, y) --+ y}. Hence we 
may conclude by Theorem 3.16 that 
'~1 ~ (~2 ~ {Cons(x,y) --~ x, Cons(x,y) --~ y}) 
= (~1 (~l "~2) I~ {Cons(x,y) --~ x, Cons(x,y) ~ y} 
is terminating. But this amounts to ~ge,-termination f ~1 U ~2. 
(3) Clearly, the union of two nonduplicating terminating TRSs is again nondupli- 
cating. That it is also terminating follows from Theorem 3.16 in conjunction with 
Proposition 3.18. 
(4) The combination of a nondeterministically collapsing TRS and an arbitrary other 
TRS yields a nondeterministically collapsing TRS. Hence the assertion follows as 
in (3). 
(5) Since ,~i, i E {1, 2}, is simply terminating, the same holds for ~i U ~(~i ) .  
By Proposition 3.18, ~iU~z,~d(,~-i) is ~e,-terminating. The application of Theo- 
rem 3.16 to ~1 U d ;~#(~)  and ~2U~{(~2)  yields the termination of (~l U 
o~d(~l  )) ~J (~2 U o%,{(g2)), or equivalently, the simple termination of ;~1 U .~2. 
[] 
We emphasize that it suffices to show that each terminating constituent TRS is either 
simply terminating, nonduplicating, nondeterministically collapsing or cge,-terminating 
to infer that their combination is again terminating. Finally, the next corollary states 
sufficient conditions for the preservation of termination under disjoint union. 
Corollary 3.22. Let "~1 and ~2 be disjoint terminatin# TRSs. Their union ~1 t~ ~2 
is terminatin9 provided that." 
• One of the systems is nonduplicatin9 and noncollapsin9 (cf [15] and Theorem 1.2). 
• One of the systems is simply terminatin9 and noncollapsing. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorem 3.16 and Proposition 3.18. [] 
4. Constructor-sharing term rewriting systems 
4.1. Basic notions of TRSs with shared constructors 
In this section we weaken the disjointness requirement, i.e., the TRSs are allowed 
to share special function symbols, so-called constructors. Constructors are function 
symbols that do not occur at the root position of the left-hand side of any rewrite rule; 
the others are called defined symbols. The union (.~, ~)= (Yl  U ~2, ~1 U~2) of 
two TRSs (~1, ~1 ) and (~2, -~2), where 
c~° = ~1 N Y2  C (~ I  U ~,~2)\{root(l)l l --~ r C :~1 U ~ff'~2} 
is called the combined TRS of (,~l, :~l) and (~2,~2)  with shared constructors c~. 
In this case we define 91 = ~l \Z ,~2 = g2\~,  and ~ = ~l ® ~2. To be able to 
distinguish between symbols from different sets, we use capitals F, G . . . .  for function 
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symbols from ~1, small letters f ,  g . . . .  for those from 92, and small capitals C,D . . . .  for 
shared constructors. As usual x, y, z, xl, Yl, Zl , . . .  will denote variables. To emphasize 
that ,~- = @ ~ ~', we write ,Y-(Y, ~,  ~/) instead of J~(,¢-, ~/) at the appropriate places. 
In this section ---~=---+.~=-~:e~ u ~. 2.
Definition 4.1. Let s E ,7 (~,  ~,  U) .  Again we color each function symbol in s. Func- 
tion symbols from ~1 are colored black, those from 92 white, and constructors as 
well as variables are transparent. If s does not contain white (black) function sym- 
bols, we speak of a black (white) term. s is said to be transparent i f it only contains 
constructors and variables. Consequently, a transparent term may be regarded as black 
or white, this is convenient for later purposes, s is called top black (top white, top 
transparent) if root(s) is black (white, transparent). 
Several definitions and considerations are symmetrical in the colors black and white. 
Therefore, we state the respective definition or consideration only for the color black 
(the same applies mutatis mutandis for the color white). 
Definition 4.2. Let s be a top black term such that s = Cb[sl . . . . .  s~] for some 
black context  cb[  . . . . .  ] ¢ [] and root(sj) E ~2 for j E {1 . . . . .  n}. We denote this by 
s - cb[[st . . . . .  s,]]. In this case we define the multiset Sb(s) of all black principal sub- 
terms of  s to be Sb(s )= [s] and the set of  all white principal subterms of s to be 
SW(s) = [sl . . . . .  s,]. The topmost black homogeneous part of s, denoted by topb(s), is 
obtained from s by replacing all white principal subterms with D. The topmost white 
homogeneous part of s is topW(s) - []. Now let s be a top transparent term such that 
~7- : C t[sl . . . . .  s:] where C t[ . . . . .  ] E .~ (~, ~ ), root(s~) E ~1 W 92,  
s z cb[tl . . . . .  tm] where cb[ . . . . .  ] G J - (~ l , (g ,  ~¢:), root(tj) C 92,  
CW[ul . . . . .  u~] where CW[ . . . . .  ] E ,~-(~2,~g,g::), root(u~) E ~1 
From now on this will be denoted by 
Ct[[s1 . . . . .  si~, 
s = Cb~tt . . . . .  troll, 
CW~ul . . . . .  u,,~. 
In this situation, we define the multiset Sb(s) (SW(s)) of black (white) principal sub- 
terms of  s to be Sb(s ) -  [ul . . . . .  u~] (SW(s)= [tl . . . . .  tin]). 
The topmost black (white) homogeneous part of s, denoted by topb(s)(topW(s)), is 
obtained from s by replacing all white (black) principal subterms with D. 
Example 4.3. Let ~1 = {F,A}, 92 = {9, b}, and ~ : {c}. For s = c(F(b), 9(A)) we 
have 
{ Ct[[F(b), ,q(A)~ with Ct[ . . . . .  ] c(D, D), s = cb[[b, 9(A)] with cb[ . . . . .  ] = c(F(D), D), 
CW~F(b),A] with CW[ . . . . .  ] = c([], 9(D)), 
as well as Sb(s) = [F(b),A] and SW(s) = [b, 9(A)]. 
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Definition 4.4. Let s be a top black term. Let s = Cb~sl . . . . .  Sn~ and s - -~ t by an 
i t if  the rule is applied application of  a rewrite rule of  ~ = ~1 U ~2. We write s --L~ 
o t otherwise. The relation --*~ is called inner in one of  the sj and we write s - -~
o is called outer reduction. Now let s be a top transparent term, i.e., reduction and --+~ 
s = Ct[[sl . . . . .  s~]] with Ct[  . . . . .  ] ¢ ~. Let s ~¢ t, i.e., t = Ct [s1  . . . . .  Sj_l,lj, sj-1 . . . . .  sn] 
• o tj. In • o t i f s j - -L~ for some j E {1, . ,n}. Then we write s --*!~ t if  sj -+I~ tj and s - -~  
order to indicate which TRS the applied rule stems from, we also use the notation 
s---~° t,s---+° t,s---*i t, and s--+i t. 
3¢ 1 "~2 -~ I 4~2 
Definition 4.5. Let s be a top black term. We define 
1 i f s  E Y(@I ,  ~,  "/~'), 
rank(s) =- 1 + max{rank(s j ) ]  1 ~ j <~ n} i f s  = Cb~sl . . . . .  sn]]. 
Now let s be a top transparent term. Then we define 
0 i f s  6 .7 (~,  "lJ), 
rank(s) = max{rank(t j )  ] 1 <~ j <~ m} i f s  = Ct[[tl . . . . .  t,,~. 
As for disjoint unions, we have s --** t ~ rank(s) >~ rank(t). We will also use 
special notations for "degenerate" cases of s = cb~tl . . . . .  tm]] and s = CW[[uj . . . . .  u,~. 
These are defined in analogy to those used for the disjoint union case. 
4.2. Modularity o f  termination o f  constructor-sharing TRSs  
We have seen that, in contrast to termination, simple termination is modular for 
disjoint TRSs. But does this result carry over to constructor-sharing systems? As al- 
ready mentioned, Kurihara and Ohuchi showed in [14] that the simplifying property 
is modular for TRSs with shared constructors. This entails the modularity of simple 
termination for finite constructor-sharing TRSs. Also, Gramlich [7] extended his ab- 
stract result to finitely branching TRSs with shared constructors. However, the next 
counterexamples show that Theorem 3.16 and some corollaries thereof do not extend 
to constructor-sharing TRSs. 
Example 4.6. Let 2~ 1 = {Fj(c j ,  x)  ---+ Fj+I(x, x), Fj(x, y )  ---+ x, Fj(x, y )  ---+ y IJ C ~} 
and .~2 = {g(x, y )  ---+ x, g(x, y )  ~ y, a -~ cj  [ j  C ~}. The systems share the con- 
structors {cj [ j  E ~}. -~1 and ~2 are both simply terminating and nondeterministically 
collapsing (hence qC¢-terminating) but their combined system with shared constructors 
is not terminating: 
F l (c l ,  a) --+~ F2(a, a) --%¢ F2(c2, a) -+.~ F3(a, a) --%¢ . . .  
Using the results from Section 2 this can be interpreted as follows: If :~t and :~2 
are simplifying, i.e., their rewrite relations are contained in some simplication orderings 
> l  and >2, then we can find a simplification ordering > 1,2 which contains ---+~u.~2. 
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But if > l  and >2 are additionally well-founded (i.e. ~ l  and ~-~2 are even simply 
terminating), then > 1,2 is not well-founded in general. In the above example the TRSs 
share infinitely many constructors. This is not essential. 
Example 4.7. Let ,¢~1 -- (Fj(cJ(x),  x) -+ Fj+,(x, x), Fj(x, y)  ~ x, Fj(x, y)  ~ y IJ E 
~} and ~2 = {g(x, y)  ---+ x,g(x, y)  ~ y, h(x) ~ cJ(x) l j E ~}. The systems only 
share the constructor c, where 
cJ(x) = c(c (c ( . . .  ( c (c (x ) ) ) . . . ) ) )  . 
j ~imes 
g9~1 and ~2 exhibit the same behavior as the TRSs above. 
Next we collect some positive results. 
Proposition 4.8. Simple termination is a modular property of  constructor-sharing 
TRSs introducing only finitely many function symbols. 
Proof. Clearly, the union of two TRSs which introduce only finitely many function 
symbols also introduces only finitely many function symbols. Thus, the proposition 
follows directly from Theorem 1.6 and Proposition 2.6. [] 
An analogous tatement holds for finitely branching TRSs (see [7]). 
Proposition 4.9. Simple term&ation is a modular property of  finitely branching TRSs 
with shared constructors. 
Note that Proposition 4.9 is not a special case of Proposition 4.8 and vice versa. To 
establish our next result, the generalization of  Corollary 1.9, we need a few prerequi- 
sites. The proof of the next lemma can for instance be found in [18]. 
Lemma 4.10. Let ~ be a binary relation on T C_ Y( ,7 ,  ~"). I f  --, is closed under 
contexts and well-founded on T, then > = (---+ U E>) + is a well-founded partial ordering 
on T. 
Lemma 4.11. Let s,t ~ J (~ ,cg ,~"  0 such that s _~o t is a nonduplicating reduction 
step. Then SW(t) c_ SW(s). 
Proof. Case (i): s is top black. We consider the following subcases: 
(1) root(t) E 92. Then s = cb[[ . . . . .  t . . . . .  ]] --~t t and as a consequence we obtain 
sw(t)  = [t] g SW(s). 
(2) root(t) C ~. Then s = In ___,o ~ ra = t using a black rule l--+ r with either 
root(r) C ~ or r C ~.  Clearly, 1 = C[xj . . . . .  xn] and r = C'[xi~ . . . . .  Xim] where {xi~ . . . . .  
xim } C_ {xl . . . . .  xn }. Since the rule is nonduplicating, even the multiset inclusion [xi~ . . . . .  
xim] C [Xl . . . . .  x~] holds. Hence SW(t) C_ SW(s) follows. 
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(3) root(t) E ~1. In this case the assertion follows by similar arguments as in (2). 
(4) t E Y'. In this case the assertion holds vacuously. 
Case (ii): s is top transparent. Let s = Ct[[sl . . . . .  sl, ,s,~ ~o t = Ct[sl . . . . .  tl . . . . .  
" ' "  "~1 
s,], i.e., s/ ---'~ tl where s~ is top black. Now the assertion follows from the fact that 
S~(t) = (SW(s)\SW(st)) U SW(tl) in conjunction with SW(tt) C SW(st) (cf. (i)). 
Statements (1) and (2) of the next proposition appeared already in Gramlich [7]. 
Statement (3) is the new and interesting part, it is the essence of our proof. 
Proposition 4.12. Let ~1 and ~2 be terminating TRSs with shared constructors" such 
that 
D : Sl --+ $2 --+ $3 --~ " ' " 
is" an infinite ~1 U "~2 rewrite derivation of  minimal rank, i.e., an)' "~1 U "~2 rewrite 
derivation of  smaller rank is finite. Then we have for  some d, d E {1, 2} with d Cd: 
(1) There are infinitely many __+o reduction steps in D. 
(2) There are infinitely many ---~ reduction steps in D which are collapsing or 
constructor-lifting. 
(3) There are infinitely many duplicating __+o reduction steps in D. 
• ~d 
Proof. Let rank(D)= k. Hence rank(s j )= rank(D) for all indices j. Moreover, 
---+,e~u,e2 is terminating on Y<~ = {t ~ .Y--(~, (~, ~t~)]rank(t) < k}. I fs l  is top trans- 
parent, say sl = Ct[tl . . . . .  t~]], then there must be an infinite rewrite derivation starting 
from some tt, l E {1 . . . . .  n} with rank(t l )= k. Therefore, we may assume without loss 
of generality that Sl is top black or top white, say top black. It follows for every j E 
and for each white principal subterm u E SW(sj) that rank(u) < k. 
(1) Suppose that there are only finitely many __+o reduction steps in D. Then we 
find an index j E N such that the rewrite derivation 
D ! : s j  ~ s j+  1 ~ s j+2 ~ . . .  
contains no _+o reduction steps at all. Thus, i f s j  = cb[[tl . . . . .  t,,~, then there must be 
an infinite rewrite derivation starting from some tl E SW(si). But this contradicts the 
minimality assumption on rank(D) since rank(tl) < rank(s~). 
(2) As above we suppose that there is no reduction step --+~2 in D which is collaps- 
ing or constructor-lifting. In this case we have for any outer reduction step Si _~o ~ Si+l 
in D that topb(sj) --+~ topb(sj+j ) using the same rule from ~1 and for every reduction 
step sj -%*2 sj+j, it follows topb(s / )  = topb(s i+ l  ). Hence we conclude by (1) that a~l 
is nonterminating, a contradiction. 
(3) Let >=(- -+.~u~2 t ~>)-. According to Lemma 4.10, ( j - -<k ,>)  is a well- 
founded ordering. Let (J/g(3-<k), >mul) denote its well-founded multiset extension. 
Note that SW(sj) E j / ( j<k) .  As in the proof of (1), we suppose that there is no 
duplicating ___,o reduction step in D. We distinguish between three cases: .971 
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• I f  sj . _ _+o _ . ~ sj+l, then by Lemma 4.11 SW(s j+, )C  SW(si) because the reduction step 
is nonduplicating. Clearly, this implies SW(sj) ~>mul SW(sj+l). 
• I f  sj ___~i  Sj+l, then there exists a white principal subterm u of sj such that u = 
CW[[ul . . . . .  ul . . . . .  un~ --+:~l CW[ ul . . . . .  vl . . . . .  u,] = v. Evidently, v E SW(sj+l ). Hence 
it follows from SW(sj+l) = (SW(s j ) \ [u] )U [v] that SW(s)) >mut SW(sj+l). 
• If  s/---+~2 sj+l, then there is a white principal subterm u E SW(sj) such that u ---+~2 u 
for some v, i.e., sj = cb[[ . . . . .  u . . . . .  ]]---~.'~2 cb[ . . . . .  v . . . . .  ] =s j+ l .  Thus we have 
SW(si+I) = (SW(s j ) \ [u ] )USW(v) .  It follows from u---* v in conjunction with v~, w 
for any principal subterm w C SW(v) that u > w for any w E SW(v). Therefore 
SW(sj) >mul SW(Sj+l). 
We conclude from the well-foundedness of (,.¢[(j-<k), >mul) that only finitely many 
____+i.#l and -~2 steps can occur in the derivation D under consideration. In particular, 
there are only finitely many --+.~¢2 reduction steps which are collapsing or constructor- 
lifting. This contradicts tatement (2). [] 
Theorem 4.13. Let  ~1 and ,~2 be two terminating TRSs  with shared constructors 
such that their combined system ,~t U ~2 is" nonterminating. Then ~ l  is" collapsin9 
or constructor-l i ft ing and ()~2 is duplicating or vice versa. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.12. 
An equivalent formulation of Theorem 4.13 reads as follows: If  o~l and ~2 are 
terminating TRSs with shared constructors, then their combined system ~t  U ~2 is 
terminating provided that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) Neither ,~l nor ~2 contains either collapsing or constructor-lifting rules. 
(2) Neither ~1 nor ~2 contains duplicating rules. 
(3) One of the systems contains neither collapsing, constructor-lifting, nor duplicat- 
ing rules. 
5. Concluding remarks 
First of all, we point out that normalization is also a modular property of constructor- 
sharing TRSs (the proof for disjoint unions given in [16] can be carried over). The 
same holds for semi-completeness (confluence plus normalization), see [23] for details. 
Second, we expect that Theorem 3.16 is also true for join conditional term rewriting 
systems (CTRSs). This, however, does not seem to lead to practically relevant results. 
In contrast to the unconditional case, the class of ~,-terminating CTRSs comprises 
neither the class of nonduplicating terminating CTRSs nor the class of simply termi- 
nating CTRSs (if simple termination of CTRSs is defined according to Definition 2.1 
- cf. [9]). This is witnessed by the following nonduplicating CTRS taken from [17]. 
,~ = {F(x) -+ F(x )  ~ x ,[ A, x I B}, 
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---~ coincides with the empty relation; thus .~ is simply terminating and in particular 
terminating. Nevertheless, ~ is not N e,-terminating: 
F ( Cons( A, B ) ) ---~,~w~ ~ F ( Cons( A, B ) ) , 
because Cons(A,B) ---,~ A and Cons(A, B) ~(~ B. A, from a practical point of view, 
reasonably significant result for the modularity of completeness for certain finite join 
CTRSs with shared constructors can be found in [21]. The above example also shows 
that the disjoint union of two terminating nonduplicating CTRSs may be nontermi- 
nating. However, Middeldorp proved in [17]: If ~1 and .~2 are disjoint terminating 
join CTRSs, then their disjoint union ~1 W JA2 is terminating provided that one of the 
following conditions is fulfilled: 
(1) Both systems are noncollapsing. 
(2) Both systems are confluent and nonduplicating. 
(3) Both systems are confluent and one of them is noncollapsing and nonduplicating. 
We point out that a simpler proof than that of [17] can be achieved by a simple 
modification of the proof structure (resulting in a proof similar to that of Theorem 
4.13). Using this approach, we only have to prove statements (1) and (2), and we get 
(3) for free. 
In [2], Dershowitz has also given a proof sketch for Theorem 4.13 revealing exactly 
the idea underlying our proof. [2] deals with hierarchical TRSs as well. These are 
systems like 
and 
add(O, x) --+ x,  
~1 = add(S(x) ,y )  ---+ S(add(x, y) )  
muIt(O,x) ~ O, 
~2 = mult(S(x), y)  -~ add(mult(x, y), y ) ,  
where defined symbols of the first TRS may occur as constructors in right-hand sides 
of rules of the second. Denoting the set of constructors of ~j  by ~j and the set of 
defined symbols by .~j, the relationship of the different kinds of combinations of TRSs 
is depicted in [11] by Fig. 2. 
Recent modularity results for certain restricted classes of hierarchical TRSs can be 
found in [2,8, 11, 12]. 
(i) Disjoint Uniou (ii) Constructor-Sharing TRSs 
Fig. 2. 
@ 
(iii) Hiera.rchica[ TRSs 
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Another class of  TRSs we did not consider in this paper consists of  the so-called 
constructor systems, where every left-band side f ( t l  . . . . .  t , )  of  a rewrite rule must sat- 
isfy that the terms t~ . . . . .  tn are build over constructors and variables only. Notice that 
the TRSs in the above example are constructor systems. An interesting result in this 
regard was obtained by Middeldorp and Toyama [19]; they proved that completeness i
preserved under the combination of  composable constructor systems. Two term rewrit- 
ing systems ~1 and ,~z are called composable i f  ~1 N ~2 = ~ N ~2 = 13 and both 
systems contain all rewrite rules that define a defined symbol whenever that symbol 
is shared, more precisely, the equality {l -+ r E .~l ]root(l)  E ~1 N @2} = {l ~ r C 
:~2 ]root(l) E ~t  N @2} must hold. It should be worthwhile to investigate composable 
TRSs in more detail. 
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